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CEO of Axilor Ventures. He spent his first fifteen

years in leadership roles helping large

corporates manage and mitigate risk. 

Prior to co-founding Axilor Ventures, VG was

Head of Strategy & Planning at Infosys. At Axilor,

he helps founders build successful businesses.

VG serves on the boards of several companies
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He is an active writer on issues relating to

startups. VG holds a bachelor's in

engineering and a postgraduate degree in

management from IIM Lucknow

About Axilor - Axilor is one of India's most

active seed funds. It currently invests in

startups in consumer internet, enterprise,

healthcare, deep-tech, and fintech. It has a

seed portfolio of 42+ startups like Niramai,

PocketAces, SigTuple, Detect Technologies,

EnKash, Vyapar, DropShop Network, Urban

Piper (to name a few), and the largest

founder community of over 320 Founders.
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What are the top 3 trends that surfaced over

the last year during the pandemic?

Beyond the obvious ones we have seen in sectors

like edtech and online commerce, I have been

personally excited by the accelerated adoption of

technology among Indian SMEs. We do clearly see

10-12 categories each with a potential of 10m+ SME

users getting created. The second encouraging

trend is in healthcare where disintermediation has

begun and personalisation has taken off which will

give rise to new opportunities. The third trend, given

India is producing a steady stream of world leading

companies in the industrial AI space, the trend

towards more opex spending is creating

opportunities for new business models.

Early stage investing is mostly bets of spaces/market

opportunities and teams. In many cases there are

not much metrics to rely on or no clear trends. we

always look for how deep a problem for the user is

being solved and if there is ay evidence of the

problem being solved well, even if it is for a small

cohort of users.On the question of time taken to

decide, in competitive deals we have to respond

quickly - often within a fortnight. For curated deals

(which we have several given our large community

of founders ) where we have been working with the

founders from early stages, we have some time - but

in any case not later than 4-6 weeks.

What metrics do you consider when deciding to

invest in an early-stage startups? What kind of

due diligence goes while evaluating a startup?

How much time do you typically take before

deciding to invest?

The difference between then and now - a WORLD of

difference. Much easier to come back now (lifestyles

have evolved, tech everywhere, startups are hot)

You can replicate a good part of the lifestyle here,

but yes - it's still a big adjustment. You don't come

back to India only for rational reasons - has to be

more: impact, growth, giving back, family.

What was the difference during your time and

now?

 Based on your successful career at Infy and as a

VC investor, Can you please share some of your

wisdom on-What makes a plan successful?How

to de clutter and focus on achieving targets?
Execution is an under-rated science. As someone

rightly said, 'plans are useless but planning is

essential'. There is never a successful plan ab initio -

you have a view of the future, be clear about your

milestones and start with a rough idea of the next

steps. The most important thing is to embed the

learnings and not be stuck with the original version

of the plan.
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Last year, there were around 24 startups in

Agritech that raised money. Your take on

Agritech Startups in the coming two years

from growth perspective ?What are the key

important metrics that should be looked at

while evaluating performance and growth of

agritech startup? Axilor recently invested in

Helicrofter. How does it stand with regards to

various other e-commerce agritech startups

like NinjaCart & others ?

We have just started looking at the agri-sector with

two new investments. Agri is interestingly one of

those sectors where the producer is left poor and

the end customer ends up paying a high price,

which structurally lends itself to technology

disintermediation. We see several opportunities in

improving farm level output value by aggregating

supply and many digitisation opportunities in

several vertical supply chains.

What did you learn from the accelerator

programs at Axilor?

With bigger institutional VCs starting

accelerator and other programs, how do you

think the landscape has changed?

Our biggest learnings from running the accelerator

program at Axilor has been around what impact the

product (program) needs to create for its primary

customer (the startup). The program needs to deliver

3 things - help startups accelerate growth, find a

template for scalable business and most importantly

raise funding. Unless these outcomes are met for the

startups, the program cannot be successful.

Founders should measure objectively the value of

any program in these terms.

With the ecosystem gaining in maturity, it is good to

see some institutional capacity building up for

supporting early stage startups - whether it is in

angel funding, market access programs or access to

proven experience. some of the programs by the late

stage VCs is proving useful for early stage founders to

learn about company building, late stage VC

expectations and also get access to successful

founders.
 what do you look for while investing in pre-

revenue firms - if it's teams, and founders - how

would you assess them, given that they already

have a stellar background - what are the other

criteria that you look for in terms of potential in

founders?

Founder backgrounds matter a lot in early stage startup

investing. But beyond just their backgrounds there are

several other factors to look for - how relevant their

previous experience is for their current venture, how

much of the the distinctive capabilities the venture

needs for its success resides within the team, have the

founders hired/been able to attract good talent in the

past. And most importantly, every startup, irrespective

of how many founders they start with, becomes a single

founder company at scale, when it is run by the CEO - so

who from among the founding team can be that CEO.

And the answer is not always obvious in early days!

What is the logic behind startups burning

money (example: Cred spent ~700INR to

onboard a customer)?

Different businesses follow different trajectories to

build out scale. Consumer businesses require huge

upfront acquisition costs to scale while enterprise

businesses are a lot more capital efficient.

What is the one industry or idea type you want

to invest more in but in which very few

players/startups exist?

A - At Axilor, we have always attempted to support

founders in emerging areas way before VC interest in

them is evident. Healthcare AI, SME digitisation,

Industrial AI are all good examples. We will continue

to do that. Out of these, I am personally excited with

our Axilor Labs initiative in building out ventures in

healthcare and life-sciences built on deep-science.
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I am a start-up enthusiast with engineering

background. I have some ideas but not sure

how to execute it as I am not holding required

skills for successful execution but definitely

can be a driver to run a team of skillful people.

If you're serious about a tech startup, you don't need

an MBA today. The best idea I have for you is to go

work for a startup. You'll get to make the mistakes,

and learn everything for some time before you jump

out on your own.

 Axilor has a wide list of portfolio companies- so

does the team use any particular tools to

manage/organize/streamline communication

with each of them (with regards to portfolio

support)?Given Axilor invests in agritech, how

does the team view the impact of the 3

controversial farm laws from an

investment/future standpoint.
We do use some tools internally but this is one area

where I confess we could do a lot better. Right now

what works well is setting expectations on what kind

of help the founders can seek from us and our

community of founders and make it as easy for them

to call each other and say 'what's up?

What is the investor sentiment when a startup

fails? As in what steps or actions are taken

henceforth to correct the mistakes or prevent

them if any?

To paraphrase Tolstoy, every successful startup is

successful in its own way, but most unsuccessful

startups are similar. so avoiding predictable mistakes

is a good way to improve your odds of success. Early

stage funds and accelerators are as much a

repository of these failed experiments and would do

well to share with their portfolio companies. As an

early stage investor, we know quite well that failures

are part of the process - but focusing on learning,

both for us and the founder, is better than being

judgmental.

SME Digitisation, supply chain digitisation,

commerce models with embedded financing,

consumerisation of healthcare are all big

opportunities. I am also quite excited by what be

built by startups in India for the world. We are

already seeing globally recognised startups in the

industrial AI space. I also see exciting opportunities

to build vertical enterprise platforms.

Compared to the immense talent available in

science, our innovation output is incredibly low. we

at Axilor have launched a venture curation program

to nurture science-based startups in healthcare and

life-sciences.

 On the second question, EV is a big interest area -in

fact, we have through Micelio Platform launched the

only EV focused fund in India.

What do you foresee for potential business

sectors for 2030? Would Blockchain, EV and

Quantum Computing excite Axilor to invest?

Do you think it's a good idea to pursue

consulting and advisory as cash cows while

you build your startup?

How important is a founder's

background(academic, professional, etc.)

when you make an investment decision? What

can a non "pedigreed" founder do to offset

one's supposed bad karma if background is

very important?

This is one change I am personally very happy about.

In the investing world the need for 'pedigree' as a

proxy for a founder's success is much less today

compared to what it was 5 years back. It certainly

gets you a few meetings quicker, but the field has

certainly levelled lot more.
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Will love to hear some parting thoughts on

SaaS opportunities for Bharat, given your

experience in that domain if time permits and

after other questions.

SaaS opportunities for Bharat - also expanding

rapidly esp with SMB accounting, finance, HR as we

have seen with the likes of Khatabook, Vyapar (disc: I

am an investor), Dukaan.

I do think it's a bit overhyped given monetization for

many of the hypergrowth names is very poor.

And "we will build a lending option for them" is not a

winning strategy.

What are a few qualities you look for in a

founder or a team/startup which are good

indicators for their suitability?

Every startup is the promise of an idea to solve a

problem backed by the perseverance of the startup

founder. And nothing goes as per plan. So, in my

mind, the most important attribute in a startup

founder is to be reflective enough and learn from

their experiences. Often the cause-effect relationship

is confused - so to be able to look at results

objectively is key. And no great venture has been

built without good people - so unless someone has

demonstrated that they can hire and retain good

talent, it is difficult to build conviction to back.

Going solo is not impossible. Solo founders not

being as successful as founding teams is not

supported by data. But that said, given the hydra-

headed challenges posted by a startup it is

incredibly hard. Also, the need for a co-founder is

inversely proportional to the age of the startup. So

whether it is cofounder or a core team members,

having good people around with capabilities

needed for the startups success is the key.

what are your thoughts about going solo as a

founder for a startup or is it better to find co-

founders.

What according to you are the top-3 obvious

mistakes most first time founders do while

reaching out to VC for funding?

Fund-raise is also a sales process. I have seen this as a

big challenge among founders. When it comes to

sales, most founders know exactly what to do - find

the right customer, explain how their problems will

be solved by the startups solutions and can speak

the customer's language. They should bring the

same discipline to fund-raise process.

It is good to start a startup right there in

college ( assuming idea, business plan, team is

available) Or it is better to learn more, wait for

graduation completion and then jump into

startup.{ Start early or start late with more

knowledge (maybe) }

 The founders of one of our most successful startup

were still in college when we invested in them. But

one important reason was they had already spent 3

years on the problem they were solving and had

developed a patent for a specialised technology. So

it is not so much as whether you are a student or an

experienced professional as it is about knowing

enough about the problem when you start up. All

that said, early > late!


